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a b s t r a c t
Ideation is a source of innovation and creativity, and is commonly used in early stages of engineering
design processes. This paper proposes an integrated approach for enhancing design ideation by applying
artificial intelligence and data mining techniques. This approach consists of two models, a semantic ideation network and a visual concepts combination model, which provide inspiration semantically and visually based on computational creativity theory. The semantic ideation network aims to provoke new ideas
by mining potential knowledge connections across multiple knowledge domains, and this was achieved
by applying ‘‘step-forward” and ‘‘path-track” algorithms which assist in exploring forward given a concept and in tracking back the paths going from a departure concept through a destination concept. In
the visual concepts combination model, a generative adversarial networks model is proposed for generating images which synthesize two distinct concepts. An implementation of these two models was developed and tested in a design case study, which indicated that the proposed approach is able to not only
generate a variety of cross-domain concept associations but also advance the ideation process quickly
and easily in terms of quantity and novelty.
Ó 2019 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction
In the early stage of a design process, idea generation is often
needed for conceptual design in order to explore the design solution space for a given a design problem. Idea generation tends to
encompass all the elements of a thought cycle, from creative formulation to innovative manifestation of ideas, and includes generating a number of ideas, a variety of ideas, and creative and
valuable ideas. How to effectively generate novel and useful design
ideas continues to be a critical issue for both design scholars and
practitioners [1]. A variety of ideation methodologies have been
developed and employed. Bio-inspired design is a methodology
dating back to the nineteenth century which tries to obtain inspiration from biology and applies to different design fields, such as
architecture and product design [2]. Design-by-analogy is a
q
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knowledge-based design methodology on how to identify analogies and analogous domains for analogous design, such as the
WordTree Design-by-Analogy method proposed by Linsey and
Wood [3]. There are some popular idea generation approaches that
have widely been used in design practice, and these approaches
generally increase the idea productivity of participants by guiding
the direction of their thoughts. For example, morphological analysis is used by creating a morphological chart in which identified
subfunctions are listed and solutions for each subfunction are created [4].
With the advent of interest in big-data, massive information
stored in digital forms provides a convenient way for people to
explore knowledge. Recently, there has been a trend of learning
new patterns by exploring large datasets [5]. Generating ideas in
a data-driven way expands the design space to discover new feasible designs [6]. During an ideation process, potential stimuli such
as analogies and bio-inspired knowledge can be provided by artificial intelligence based data-driven algorithms. In this paper, by
reviewing existing approaches for ideation, we propose an integrated artificial intelligence based data-driven approach for design
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idea generation, not only in a semantic way but also in a visual
way. Two different models are discussed in the proposed approach,
and are implemented for verification in a design case study. The
main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follow:
(1) An integrated approach, which combines data-driven and
artificial intelligence techniques, is proposed for design ideation, which aims to efficiently improve the ideation process.
(2) A semantic ideation network model consisting of algorithms
of ‘‘step-forward” and ‘‘path-track” is proposed and implemented for retrieving far associated concepts which are then
visualised in a semantic network graph as creativity stimuli.
(3) A model for generating novel synthesized images as stimuli
of ideation is proposed. This utilizes the state-of-the-art generative adversarial networks to learn images presenting two
distinct concepts, and outputs the learnt features in the form
of the image.
(4) A case study is conducted to demonstrate the proposed
approach, while evaluating how the developed approach is
able to help generate ideas and how it performs.
2. Related work
There have been many design ideation approaches proposed
from both traditional and computational creativity research. To
facilitate the review and further evaluation of the proposed
approach, we divide ideation approaches into three categories
according to their computer-based automation levels. The traditional ideation approaches fall into the lowest level of automation,
they are mostly developed based on design principles and design
thinking methodologies. The program-based ideations are the
automation implementations of traditional ideation, or integrations of the advantages of several design approaches. The highest
automaton level is data-driven which relies on data analysis exclusively. In each category, an example is highlighted to illustrate
related techniques and for comparing corresponding approaches.
2.1. Traditional ideation approaches
An ideation approach needs to effectively influence the thinker
during idea generation. A number of traditional ideation
approaches have been developed from different perspectives.
Design heuristics focuses on identifying ideation strategies used
by engineers when they solve design problems [7]. It is defined
as cognitive prompts which guide designers towards the exploration of design solutions. Albers et al. studied creativity from
the perspective of product generation engineering (PGE), in which
three types of variation (carryover, embodiment and principle variation) are presented for developing the new generation of technical
products [8]. These three types of variation show how analogy can
be used in produce generation development. SPALTEN is a methodology proposed for problem-solving by identifying the phases of
product development as well as the overall aim in the form of a
marketable product [9].
Analogical reasoning has been well known for producing creativity, Goel and Bhatta introduced model-based analogy (MBA)
which provides a process account of acquisition, access, and use
of a class of design patterns (called generic teleological mechanisms, GTMs). Their study has shown how structure-behaviourfunction (SBF) models enable the acquisition of GTMs and how
adapting familiar designs meet new design requirements in the
access, transfer, and use of previously learned GTMs [10]. Vattam
et al. developed an interactive knowledge-based design environment DANE for capturing the functioning of biological systems
with SBF schema. DANE interactively facilitate biologically inspired
design by identifying biological systems relevant to a given design
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problem and aiding the understanding of biological systems’ functioning [11].
Distant analogies play an important role in analogical reasoning. By parametrically manipulating semantic distance in analogical solution, it has been demonstrated that creativity is
associated with distant analogies from the view of neuroscience
[12]. Using spreading activation, Wolverton and Hayes-Roth [13]
proposed a method for retrieving distant analogies in a large
cross-domain semantic network. Crean and O’Donoghue [14] proposed a RADAR model for analogy retrieval based on the ‘‘derived
attributes” technique, which was able to retrieve both semantically
related and unrelated domains. In engineering design, Christensen
and Schunn [15] reveal that analogy serves three functions when
developing novel design concepts, which are problem identification, problem-solving and concept explanation.
2.2. Program-based ideation approaches
Program-based ideation tries to generate ideas and support the
ideation process in a computer-aided way. Self et al. demonstrated
that the digital sketching tool significantly increased the focus of
attention compared to conventional sketching with pen and paper
when doing a conceptual design work [16]. Mohan et al. created an
instrument which was able to capture the sequence of search and
solution strategies in association with ideation states while providing a range of ideation methods such as TRIZ and Biomimetics [17].
Huo et al. developed Window-shaping which used a tangible
mixed-reality (MR) interaction metaphor for design ideation, and
it allowed direct creation of 3D shapes on and around physical
objects [18]. Wang proposed a context-awareness systematic
approach for idea cultivation, construction, integration, and evaluation in a dynamic discovery process [19]. Chakrabarti et al. proposed an idea generation model by providing analogies from
both natural and artificial worlds, and the model was implemented
in software for automated analogical search of relevant ideas from
databases to solve a given problem [20], but its data entries were
quite limited and its ideation process was not fully understood.
Taking Han’s Combinator as an example, this is an imagestimuli computer program for ideation based on combinational
creativity theory [21]. The Combinator aims to help novice designers, as well as experienced designers, generate ideas by presenting
associated images in an overlapped form, thereby tackling challenges in fast-moving product design markets. In the software,
users are free to provide a keyword, then choose how many nouns
and in which way they would like to combine images. Combined
images can be automatically presented to inspire designers according to their settings. As images are combined by putting them
together but not synthesizing them, inspirations from such a combination approach are limited.
2.3. Data-driven ideation approaches
Rather than derive from design thinking or design principles,
data-driven ideation approaches are developed based on datadriven creativity, which is an emerging branch of computational
creativity placing data in the centre of creativity tool design [22].
Chan et al. revealed the effectiveness of analogical data in innovative design by conducting a case study of generating solution concepts for an engineering problem with provided U.S. patent
database [23]. Varshney et al. proposed a big data approach for a
computational creativity system with a case study on the generation of culinary recipes and menus [24,25]. Lin et al. developed a
Personalized Creativity Learning System (PCLS) to provide personalized learning paths for optimizing the performance of creativity
with data mining techniques [26]. Amitash et al. developed an
ideation tool called I-get to generate perceptual pictorial meta-
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phors and novel ideas with its FISH (Fast Image Search in Huge
database) data mining algorithm [27]. Toh et al. developed and
empirically tested a data mining approach for evaluating creativity
of large sets of design ideas in order to improve the efficiency and
reliability of creativity evaluation [28].
Taking the associative browser Refinery as an example, Refinery
users are allowed to specify the ‘frontier’ of their knowledge from
literature by interacting with results. Specifically, by voting on
results to express their degree-of-interest, users are able to identify
desired documents from literature datasets with the support of
bottom-up exploration of large and heterogeneous network data.
Benefitting from its random-walk algorithm, the system computes
the degree-of-interest scores for associated content, and visualizes
the heterogeneous query nodes, facilitating serendipitous discovery and stimulating continued creativity [29]. Even though the network based browser enables users to explore heterogeneous data
in a visualised way, creative knowledge (associations in Refinery)
is obtained from voting scores in which human effort is involved.
Usually, traditional approaches require expertise in order to use
them effectively (such as TRIZ) and a physical environment to proceed (such as gathering people in a meeting room), even though
they are simple and easy to conduct. With the benefit of computing, program-based approaches are able to help generate ideas
without high levels of subject-specific expertise, and guide the
ideation process in a semi-autonomous way. Compared with
program-based ideation, data-driven approaches are able to delve
into creativity with data mining techniques exclusively rather than
implement creativity theories where human intelligence is
involved. However, current data-driven approaches focus on data
mining and retrieval techniques [30,31] but fail to provide datadriven strategies for creative thinking. Specifically, even though
network based associative browser like refinery is a good way for
exploration and visualisation, users are only able to retrieve associations or analogies without being guided to think creatively [32].
Besides, most data are expressed in a semantic way even it can be
visualised in a graph, which means visual data (images) is less
studied for idea generation. And a great deal of research is inspired
by human attention mechanism, such as image memorability prediction [33,34], image retrieval [31,35], land mark search
[30,36,37], which benefit us to learn ideas in a visual way. Han’s
Combinator attempted to combine associated or analogical images
as stimuli for creativity but failed to synthesize them into one
image. By recognising the above issues, two models are explored
for helping produce semantic ideas and visual ideas respectively,
and are integrated based on combinational creativity.

3. Proposed ideation approach
3.1. Theoretical basis of computational creativity for ideation
By having observed a large number of examples of human creativity, Boden [38] distinguishes three processes of creativity for
modelling in artificial intelligence: combinatorial creativity,
exploratory creativity, and transformational creativity. In exploratory creativity, Boden views the exploration of conceptual spaces
as a territory map exploration, in which all possibilities could be
encompassed such as serendipity and creativity. Wiggins [39]
summarises Boden’s descriptive hierarchy of creativity, and proposes a framework for characterising exploratory creativity. Toivonen defines exploratory creativity as looking for patterns, rules, or
models of a fixed type in given data from the view of data mining
[40].
Arthur Koestler proposed a model of creative thinking which is
referred to as bisociation. In this model, technical problems are
solved by bridging knowledge in two otherwise not – or only very

sparsely – connected domains whereas knowledge in a given
domain is associated [41]. Transferring bisociation to a data analysis scenario places the discovery question on patterns across
domains whereas the research question of pattern discovery in
individual domains has already been tackled [42]. Of interest Dubitzky et al. compare bisociation with Boden’s definition of combinational creativity and regards them as aligned with each other,
and they proposed a framework for bisociation from the view of
computational creativity based on their observations [43]. Chan’s
cognitive study also demonstrated that the combination of fardomain, less-common examples results in more novel solution
concepts for innovative design tasks [23].
Combining Koestler’s bisociation with Boden’s exploratory creativity, a basic data-driven ideation approach can be extracted: taking datasets as a knowledge repository which can be explored like
a territory map, and data can be seen as different locations distributed in the map. When collecting data in the knowledge repository from different domains, and comprehending any implicit or
explicit relationships between the data, a creative idea then can
be provoked by combining two in the map.
To facilitate such a map-like creative ideation process, two
models, a semantic ideation network and a visual concepts combination model, are introduced in the following sections. The semantic ideation network provides a meaningful way to retrieve and
visualise data so that inspirations are expected to be generated
during the retrieval and visualisation process. Given two concepts
which may not be perceived as closely associated, the visual concepts combination model is able to blend both concepts in a visualised way.
3.2. Semantic ideation network
An information network has many advantages in terms of data
structure and data visualisation [40,43]. It is flexible and allows
integration of a large amount of information from various domains
with varying quality in a flexible way [44]. In various knowledge
discovery fields, network-based visual analytic tools are designed
to relieve information overload and assist browsing knowledge,
such as associative browser Refinery introduced in Section 2 [37].
The network structure provides a quantitative representation of
the ‘interconnectedness’ between elements, while the network
composition describes the characteristics of the network’s constituent elements and quantifies the diversity of those attributes.
The network’s elements are referred to as nodes, and the relationship between two nodes commonly represented as a line and
referred to as edges [45].
Currently, available network databases such as WordNet, ConceptNet, and YAGO are ontology-based but the relations between
ontologies are semantically close that it is difficult to stimulate creative ideas [46]. For example, given the keyword ‘‘desalination”,
the results retrieved from ConceptNet are salt, process, desalinator,
separating and so on. But with far association based retrieval techniques, results can be more useful, such as solar energy, reverse
osmosis, hydrophobic membrane [47]. Therefore, it is essential to
construct a far-associated semantic network for information retrieval. The general network construction process includes data collection, data pre-processing, network data construction and network
analysis. Usually, data sources can be obtained in multiple ways,
such as web crawling, harvest and support industry. In the data
preprocessing step, compared to traditional unsupervised statistical approaches like TF-IDFs [48], linguistic approaches are better
at capturing both semantic and syntactic meanings in natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as shallow general NLP framework [49]. In the syntactical level of a shallow framework, the
analysis includes tokenizing, part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging),
disambiguating and phrase chunking. While semantic triples,
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which are a kind of data structure containing two concept words or
phrases and their relation, are constructed by matching predefined
words and phrases. Recently, supervised methods have shown better performance benefiting from advanced machine learning
frameworks, such as support vector machines (SVM), conditional
random fields (CRF) and deep neural networks. Lample etc. [50]
proposed a neural architecture combining bidirectional long
short-term memories (LSTMs) and conditional random fields,
which achieved state-of-the-art performance in named entity
recognition (NER) task. Similarly, an increasing number of models
based on convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural
network (RNN) perform at the top of relation extraction (RE) and
relation classification task [51].
Network data construction is a process defining edges and
assigning weights to nodes and edges. According to Shi’s [52]
implicit knowledge discovery method, we assume that all the keywords extracted from the same location (such as the same sentence or same paragraph) have internal associations between
each other, and one unit of weight is added to the edge while a
reduced weight r (0  r  1) is added to external associations
where the same keywords are shared in other locations. In a
semantic network, we define close relation as an explicit association which is directly represented by edges in the network, therefore thousands of explicit associations (edges) join together and
constitute the backbone of a semantic network. Far relation is
defined as an implicit association which is represented by the
paths going through a series of nodes bridged by edges.
To capture implicit associations rather than explicit ones in a
constructed semantic network, raw weights of nodes are nor g

malised in two different settings [47]. As shown in Eq. (1), wij represents the significance of an edge which is normalised across the
whole network. wmin and wmax are the minimum and maximum
value of the raw weights throughout the whole network, and wij
refers to the raw weight of the edge between node i and j. Eq. (2)
is used to express the relative importance of explicit associations
from the local perspective, where si denotes the sum of raw weight
at node i.
g

wij ¼ ðwij  wmin Þ=ðwmax  wmin Þ

ð1Þ

l

wij ¼ wij =si

ð2Þ

After weight normalisation, a disparity filter is utilized to
remove those associations which have relatively lower weights,
in order to relieve the load of network graph size and improve


the quality of associations. Given that a normalised weight wl of
an associated node of degree d is assigned by a uniform distribution, its probability density taking a specific value x is shown in
Eq. (3). The disparity filter considers an edge as statistically heterogeneous if the normalised weight w rejects the above hypothesis.
Therefore, by setting a significant level a, the edge of a node is
regarded as an association if its normalised weight and corresponding node’s degree d satisfy Eq. (4), and the edge can be preserved if both connected nodes satisfy the equation.

pðxÞ ¼ ðd  1Þð1  xÞ
Z

d2

Z

w l

w l

pðxÞdx ¼ ðd  1Þ
0

ð3Þ

0

ð1  xÞd2 dx > a

ð4Þ

When a semantic network is constructed, the next step is to
facilitate network analysis and response network retrieval requests
from frontend users. According to Boden’s exploratory creativity
discussed in Section 3.1, we propose two algorithms to proceed
with the analysis, called ‘‘step-forward” and ‘‘path-track” respectively. ‘‘step-forward” initiates the network retrieval from a given

node in a network, and retrieve other nodes and edges around this
node based on how far it is required to explore, where the steps
means the number of edges going through. This retrieval is implemented by calculating the probability of stepping from the initial
node to the node after (n – 1) steps:

PðK 1 ; K n Þ ¼ PðK 1 ! K 2 !    ! K n Þ ¼
¼

w12 w23    wðn1Þn
s1 s1    sn1

n1
n1
Y
l
wkðkþ1Þ Y
¼
wkðkþ1Þ
s
k
k¼1
k¼1

ð5Þ



With the localised weight wl in the above equation, the fewer
steps involved in the retrieval, the closer associations will be
retrieved, which means domain-specific knowledge will more
likely be surrounded nearby. To obtain implicit associations, step


amount (n – 1) and the localised weight wl are the two key parameters need to be optimised in real cases. But we do not choose the
node of last time step as the new idea, we choose the best node
from all nodes of step. Training data can be collected from existing
successful demonstrations in literature, such as the gold standard
example of ‘‘migraine – magnesium” referred in [53].
‘‘Path-track” retrieves possible paths from one node to another
node, where both nodes can either be picked up from a network
graph or be arbitrary ones. The ‘‘path-track” algorithm helps capture those implicit knowledge hidden in the pathway from a
departure node to a destination node, and form a mind map for
ideation. It is implemented by calculating the distance of a path
from a departure node K 1 to a destination node K t through t-1
steps:

DðK 1 ; K t Þ ¼ DðK 1 ! K 2 !    ! K t Þ
¼

1
g

w12

þ

1
g

w23

þ  þ

1
g

wðt1Þt

¼

t1
X

1

ð6Þ

g

k¼1

wkðkþ1Þ

We use the sum of weights to express the distance of the path
from departure to destination, because different node has its own
weight and the sum of them can express implicit knowledge hid

den in the pathway. The globalised weight w g keeps network path
being retrieved from a global perspective, which means the nodes
along the path would be more likely to represent cross-domain
knowledge. Obviously, the shortest path from node K1 to node Kt
is not the desired retrieval result for implicit knowledge discovery,


and similarly, the steps (t-1) and globalised weight w g should be
optimised according to the characteristics of the different data
source. And the procedure of path-track is to understand how
the path track from a departure node to a destination node, and
create a new idea of it. According to the theory of combinational
creativity [38], the idea from the path-track can be proved to be
brand new.
We use the evaluation method of retrieving concepts and
retrieving relations [47] to assess our model. And the result of
the evaluation of this model has also been proved to be valid.
3.3. Visual concepts combination
Assuming a basic idea is generated when exploring the semantic ideation network proposed in Section 3.2, and this idea could be
sparked by combining two nodes in the network representing two
different concepts (far association). Even though the person who
comes up with this idea may have a basic mind of how to combine
these two concepts, which is referred as a bisociation by Koestler, it
could stimulate the person further if this bisociation idea is shown
in a visualised way. As an implementation of Koestler’s bisociation,
given two concepts in each bisociation, the visual concepts combi-
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nation model aims to produce a bisociative image which synthesizes both concepts.
The generation of photo-realistic images which synthesize two
distinct concepts computationally is a challenging problem.
Recently, with the increasing popularity of deep neural networks
among supervised learning methods, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have shown promising achievements in the context
of computer vision. They are composed of two models, a generator
G, and a discriminator D, which are two neural networks trained
separately to compete with each other [54]. The generator G is
modelled to transform a random vector z into an image, such as
xG ¼ GðzÞ where the noise vector zis sampled from a distribution
pz such as a uniform or Gaussian distribution. G is trained to reproduce the true data distribution pdata by generating images that are
difficult for the discriminator D to differentiate from real images, as
shown in Eq. (7).

Z
pdata ðxG Þ ¼

pdata ðxG jzÞpz ðzÞdz

ð7Þ

z

Meanwhile, the discriminator D takes an image as input and
outputs the probability of an image to be real. D aims to be trained
to output a low probability when fed a ‘‘fake” image, and estimate
a high probability for the sample from true data distribution. Thus
the discriminator D and generator G are trained adversarially to
improve their capability by optimizing the following objective
function [54]:

min max VðD; GÞ ¼ Expdata ðxÞ ½logDðxÞ
G

D

þ Ezpz ðzÞ ½logð1  DðGðzÞÞÞ

ð8Þ

Generative Adversarial Neural networks have been used in
many tasks related to image generation. Wu et al. [55] trained generative convolutional neural networks to generate 3D chairs, tables
and cars given object type, viewpoint and colour. Isola et al. [56]
investigated conditional adversarial networks for image-to-image
translation problems, such as transform a sketch to a well-fined
colourful image, which is a necessary work in the product design
industry. Zhang et al. [57] proposed stacked Generative Adversarial
Networks (Stack-GAN) to generate photo-realistic images based on
text description, but their model is only capable of synthesizing
images from one category. Zhu et al. [58] proposed CycleConsistent Adversarial Networks (Cycle GAN) for learning to translate an image from style A to style B, but their model is not able to
combine the features from the two styles. The purpose of our
model may be similar to Cycle GAN, but the Cycle GAN model is
to generate image in target domain Y from source domain X, then
reconstruct the image in source domain X from target domain X.
However, our model generates an image containing the features
from the concept 1 but retaining the shape from concept 2 by
two different discriminator to combine these two concepts. In this
paper, we investigate how to produce images which synthesize
important features from two concepts which fall into two distinguishing categories using GAN formulation.
As a supervised learning method, two datasets are established
first by collecting images representing two known concepts. No
pre-processing is required to be applied to train images except to
keep all images at the same resolution. Two inputs are the training
images representing their corresponding concepts, and the Gaussian distribution is used as the noise distribution Z for a generator.
We also create two discriminators for each of the datasets, and
then apply the deep convolutional generative adversarial networks
(DCGANs) [59] to train the generator and two discriminators, as
shown in Fig. 1. For each discriminator, the last convolution layer
is flattened and fed into a single sigmoid output. During the period
of convolution network, it won’t extract the specific features from
the two different datasets. First, the output of the last convolution

layer is directly used as an input for the deconvolutional network,
so we do not set a specific rule for choosing the feature. Second, we
use this generator to do creative work. The visual idea will be not
creative enough if we set it to extract the specific feature which can
be imagined by a human.

4. Implementation
4.1. Implementation of semantic ideation network
The semantic ideation network has been developed as a webpage which is the user interface for users’ exploration and visualisation. When opening the webpage, a user is required to type in a
keyword related to a design task in the search box. Then three
options are provided: ‘‘step-forward”, ‘‘path-track” and ‘‘combination” (implementation of visual concepts combination model). In
‘‘step-forward”, the user chooses the steps by which the keyword
is associated. The more steps are chosen, the further the associations go forward. The minimum number of steps for users to
choose is available from one to five in this implementation, while
the maximum number of steps is not limited as it depends on
the retrieval results available on provided datasets. By clicking
‘‘Show Results” button, a list of associations and a graph of the
semantic network are shown on the webpage. For ‘‘path-track”,
in addition to the previously typed keyword as a departure point
of a path, the user has to type in another keyword as a destination
point. Similarly, a list of paths and a graph of the semantic network
are generated showing how the two keywords are associated with
other concepts in between when clicking ‘‘Show Results”.
The interface is implemented with HTML/CSS/JavaScript techniques, while using D3’s force-undirected network layout [60]
and jQuery libraries for visualisation. From the perspective of visualisation, network graph is interactive in a webpage, specifically,
operations including drag, move, zoom in and zoom out are
allowed to manipulate the graph within any devices including
PC, tablet or mobile phone. Furthermore, the weight of each node
is visualised into its size and the strength of each edge is visualised
into its length as well. The query and network analysis engine is
developed in Python, in which the NetworkX library [61] is used
to store and retrieve graph data.
As this model is implemented for design idea generation, its
design knowledge data is mainly collected from design websites
using web crawling while general knowledge data from a variety
of domains are collected from Wikipedia. The design websites
crawled include design blog websites, such as Yanko design,
designboom, dezeen, and design award websites, such as the red
dot and iF design award. The raw data captured from crawled texts
are nouns and noun-phrases of subjects and objects including adj
+ noun, noun + noun, gerund, gerund phrase, etc., and they are
detected using natural language processing (NLP) techniques such
as tokenization and POS tagging in Stanford CoreNLP [62]. Afterwards, these essential concepts are used as nodes in the semantic
ontology network, and their relations are constructed if they
appear in the same sentence or clause. These relations are filtered
by the proposed disparity filter, and then are assigned with
weights by applying the frequent itemset mining rules, and normalised as discussed in Section 3.2.

4.2. Implementation of visual concepts combination model
As the architecture of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 1, it
composes of two discriminators and one generator. The generator
follows the design philosophy of DCGAN [59], which is a deconvolutional network with 200 values of Gaussian distribution as input,
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Fig. 1. Generative adversarial networks model.

using batch normalization and leaky-relu. To stabilize the training,
the discriminators do not use batch normalization.
Given two types of images xA and xB , and two discriminators for
each of them, we optimize the following min-max problem:

o

o

o

min max VðDA ; DB ; GÞ
DA DB

G

¼ Expdata ðxÞ ½logDA ðxÞ þ Expdata ðxÞ ½logDB ðxÞ


þ Ezpz ðzÞ logð1  DA ðGðzÞÞÞ þ Ezpz ðzÞ ½logð1  DB ðGðzÞÞÞ

ð9Þ

We explain our symbols in the Table 1 for the better understanding. Assuming that xA is a target image which is similar to
the product we want to design (e.g. a spoon), xB is style image
which we want xA have these types of features (e.g. leaf). As these
two types of images belong to different distributions, the difficulty
of the generator is high, so the discriminators are more likely to
converge quickly and lead to failure on generator. To solve this
problem, we used three tricks:
o

o

o

As mentioned previously, batch normalization is used on the
generator.
Soft and noisy labels on discriminators are used when inputting
real images into them; we then replaced the labels of 1 to a random number between 0.7 and 1.2. This method is also well
known as label smoothing.
We make the xA by transforming an RGB-based colourful image
into a greyscale image, so the generator only learns the shape
feature from xA .

For training, the Adam optimization approach is used with a
momentum of 0.5. The learning rate is set to 0.002 with batch size
of 128 and train for 500,000 iterations.
The evaluation of a creative product is hard to define, and it
depends on the different feeling from different people. It is not
appropriate to evaluate the ability of creativity by a equation, So
we rank the generated images based on the following criteria by
human:

Wether the generated image keeps the feature from source
image A.
Wether the generated image keeps the feature from source
image B.
Wether the generated image combine the features from source
image A and B.

Then we averaged all human ranks to calculate the quality
scores (2 for best, 0 for worst) for the compared methods, as shown
in Table 2. The result shows that our method outperformed other
method in following aspects:
Combining the features: The results show that our method can
generate images combing two features that captured from the
source images and the generated images are also convincing. While
the Cycle GAN can only transform the images from feature A to feature B.
Maintaining the source features: Our method is also able to
maintain the features of the raw images. Our method not only just
mix the features from different objects, but combine them on condition that their former feature is still convincing. Compared with
the result of Cycle GAN, our images is still convincing enough.
5. Case study
5.1. Design tasks
To verify the proposed two models, two factors were considered
when choosing a design task for the case study. As this design ideation approach targets not only professional designers but also ordinary people, background knowledge for understanding the design
task should be at a low level so that participants are able to focus
on the ideation process exclusively. Another factor considered is
the incoherence between the semantic ideation network and visual
concepts combination model. As the visual concepts combination

Table 2
Human evaluation of our method and Cycle GAN.
Table 1
Notations in the equation.
xi
z

Image Input
Noise Input

Di
G

Discriminator
Generator

Feature

Our method

Cycle GAN

Spoon
Leaf
Spoon + Leaf

1.55
1.54
1.69

1.53
1.52
0.95
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model needs time to collect training data and train the proposed
model, it is impractical in the case study for the visual concepts
combination model to generate corresponding synthesized images
given two arbitrary concepts. As a solution to this issue in our case
study, the semantic ideation network and visual concepts combination model were tested in two slightly different design tasks.
With consideration of the above factors, the design tasks used in
our case study were to design a spoon, and were conducted in two
sessions. For each session, five minutes were given for the use of
provided ideation tool, and additional five minutes were then
given for recording generated ideas on white sheets including
sketch and description. In the first session, participants were
required to meet two requirements: the spoon can be at least used
to assist in eating soup; the more ideas, the better. The participants
were told that this was an open-minded design task, they could
break through the classic shape of a spoon. In the second session,
participants were required to meet one more requirement: designing a spoon which should be inspired from the natural leaf. The
inspiration could be various, such as borrowing elements or features from the leaf, or provoked by seeing an image containing leaf.
In the case study, we had two groups of participants completing
all design tasks. One is the treatment group, participants in this
group used our developed semantic ideation network in the first
session, and the visual concepts combination model in the second
session. Another control group had no access to the developed
ideation tool but was allowed to use Google (in session-1) and
Google Image (in session-2) search engine to help with natural
brainstorming. Each group consisted of twelve participants who
were engineering students specialising at different disciplines,
and only two in each group had the background of design
engineering.
For participants of the treatment group in the first session,
inspirations can be obtained by exploring the semantic ideation
network with two main functions: ‘‘step-forward” and ‘‘pathtrack”. ‘‘Step-forward” provides far associations from multiple
domains when given a keyword or phrase. ‘‘path-track” shows
association paths between two keywords or phrases given by a
participant. All results are shown in the semantic network graph
in which it is convenient for users to understand the causality
between keywords and obtain inspirations.
Before the developed visual concepts combination model is
ready for use in the second session, 3772 images of spoon and
7408 images of leaf were collected as training data,2 samples are
shown as in Fig. 2. All images are kept in the resolution of
256  256, and without pre-processing, they are trained with proposed GAN model for 500,000 epochs. And We also test our model
on the public dataset like ImageNet, and the result is also convincing.
But we choose our own dataset to display the best results. Then the
trained model was used as a backend to support the ideation process
of treatment group in the second session. As what we proposed is a
machine learning model, after being well trained, it is able to automatically generate an unlimited number of synthesized images
which contains elements from both spoon and leaf. For example,
Fig. 3 shows the images randomly generated by our model, although
the objects in these images do not look natural, features such as colour, shape, texture and functioning from spoon and leaf are synthesized. By observing images produced by the model, potential
inspirations of how to combine spoon and leaf may be obtained.
Before the beginning of each session, a brief introduction and
explanation of the design task were given. The participants in the
treatment group were taught how to use our developed ideation
models even though it was already user-friendly to use. In both

2
Dataset is available here: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fMcXi44xJ05ufTWhy0HXFJ-C4WzH2QBd

sessions, all participants were given white sheets to document
their ideas, which prompted participants to both sketch and
describe their ideas. Ideation sheets were collected and deidentified when both sessions ended, and were used in data
analysis.

5.2. Data analysis
The analysis of collected data utilizes a standard set of metrics
employed in design science literature for the purpose of evaluating
ideation outcome, which are: novelty, quality, variety, and quantity as first introduced by Shah and adapted by Chan et al.
[23,63]. Novelty is a measure of uniqueness of a design solution,
and was defined as the degree to which a particular solution type
was unusual within a space of possible solutions. Quality is a measure of the feasibility of a developed design or system in question
to satisfy design requirements. For example, in the second session
of our design study, the assessment of quality might be to estimate
if designed spoon contains elements from leaf and how reasonable
and convenient the spoon can be used to eat soup. Variety measures the degree of diversity of the explored solution space during
ideation. The generation of similar ideas indicates a lower variety,
which means a lower probability of finding better ideas among the
total possible solution space. Quantity is a direct and basic measure
of the number of ideas produced. For our design task, quantity was
calculated based on a total number of ideas generated by each individual in each group. These four metrics are usually measured
independently, for example, if two ideas from the same participant
are very similar to each other, they are accounted as two in terms
of quantity, but the variety of the group of ideas is relatively low.
Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) was utilized for measurement of novelty, quality, and variety. This technique is the
most widely used metric for assessing the performance of creative
work samples based on knowledgeable raters’ intuitions about
what the metrics mean in a field [64], and it gives the advantage
of capturing aspects of creative work that are difficult to judge or
define objectively. In this technique, two raters independently perform subjective ratings of every solution and then evaluate the
levels of consensus reached across judges. The two raters for our
case study were experts in the product design field, having completed at least three years of design engineering product design
coursework. The level of rater expertise in our study is comparable
to other research using CAT [65].
After all ideation sheets were collected from both groups, they
were presented in front of the two raters. With CAT, the two raters
evaluated all ideas, based on their novelty, quality, variety, and
quantity independently. During the evaluation, the raters did not
know the ideas were created in two groups with different ideation
approach. 75 ideas generated from session 1 and 60 ideas generated from session 2 were presented on papers in a different order
for each rater. Consistent with Consensual Assessment Technique,
we asked the raters to score each concept using a scale from 1 to 7
(where 1 is the ‘‘lowest” of a category – lowest novelty, lowest
quality, and 7 is the ‘‘highest”) based on their understanding of
the design field and estimation of ideas relative to one another.
The raters completed several rounds of scoring when considering
exclusively one of the two metrics (novelty and quality). In each
rating task, the raters were given the full range of ideas placed in
a random order in the first round of rating, and were instructed
to place these ideas into piles labelled from 1 to 7. From the second
round, as raters already had a clearer mind of the scale and all
ideas, they rearranged all ideas again by moving ideas into different piles as needed until there were no more changes. Each rating
task ended when the rater thought all ideas had been well placed
into appropriate piles. Overall, each rater scored 75 ideas gener-
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Fig. 2. Samples of training datasets (left: spoons; right: leaves).

Fig. 3. Randomly synthesized images by proposed GAN model.

ated in the first session, and 60 ideas generated in the second session, in terms of novelty and quality.
The variety scores were completed in a similar way with CAT
approach. The raters evaluated the variety of the whole set of ideas
generated by a single participant on a seven-point scale. The piles
in this rating task shown the variety of each individual’s set of
ideas on a scale from 1 (not varied) to 7 (most varied). The set size
of ideas could be different as each participant generated a different
number of ideas. The raters scored 24 idea sets from the first session, and the same number of sets from the second session, in term
of variety.
In the final rating round, each individual’s idea set was assessed
based on the number of ideas generated in order to evaluate quantity (also known as fluency). All these above coding work was conducted on the separate time period for each round. The consensus

between raters on each independent measure was evaluated based
on a computed percent of the adjacent agreement, which is proposed by Stemler [66]. For each scale with seven levels, the consensus was considered to be reached for one same rating task where a
score was given if the score given by one rater did not differ by
more than one point above or below the score given by another
rater. As a result, the percentages of adjacent agreement between
raters were 80% for session 1 and 81% for session 2 in term of novelty; for quality, the percentages were 85.3% and 71.7% respectively; and the percentage of variety were 91.7% in session 1 and
79.2% in session 2. To estimate consistency between raters, Cohen’s
Kappa value was calculated for each metric as well, which are
listed in Table 3. When calculating Cohen’s Kappa, the scale was
transformed from the original seven scales to three scales. Specifically, scores of 1 and 2 fall into the category ‘‘Low”, the score of
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Table 3
Calculated adjacent agreement percentage and Cronbach’s coefficient.
Metric

Novelty
Quality
Variety

Adjacent agreement

Cohen’ Kappa

Session-1

Session-2

Session-1

Session-2

80.0%
85.3%
91.7%

81.0%
71.7%
79.2%

0.534
0.519
0.893

0.515
0.686
0.858

3, 4 and 5 falls into category ‘‘Normal”, and the score of 6 and 7 falls
into category ‘‘High”. As it can be seen from Table 3, all values are
greater than 0.50, which is typically considered as acceptable and
reliable for the scoring results based on the CAT approach.
Fig. 4. Results of CAT scores for ideas generated in two groups in session-1.

5.3. Results
The average of two raters’ scores for each rating was used in the
statistical analysis. We did a normality check first using the
Shapiro-Wilk’s W test across both groups in two sessions, and all
the p values obtained were bigger than 0.05, which meant that
our data did not fall into normal distributions. Then the independent Mann-Whitney U test was chosen to interpret the coded data.
Examples of high and low scores in terms of the metrics of novelty
and quality are introduced in Table 4. The average CAT scores of
ratings for each experimental group in terms of novelty, quality,
and variety are shown in Fig. 4 (for session 1) and Fig. 5 (for session
2). In session 1, for novelty and quality of generated ideas, there is
no significant difference between treatment group and control
group (p = 0.147 and p = 0.433, respectively). However, the treatment group performed significantly better than the control group
in terms of idea variety (0.023). In session 2, there is still no difference for idea quality between treatment group and control group
(p = 0.516), and for variety, no significant difference was observed

between two experimental groups (p = 0.295). For novelty, the
treatment group scored significantly higher than the control group
(p = 0.027). The average number of ideas generated for each group
in each session is shown in Fig. 6. For both sessions, the treatment
group generated more ideas than control group.
5.4. Discussion
By comparing the scores rated by two expert raters with CAT,
the ideas generated by two groups are evaluated in terms of novelty, quality, variety and quantity. In the first session 1 of our case
study, treatment group outperformed control group with higher
variety, and quantity, which means the proposed semantic network ideation model shown better performance by producing
more ideas (by 48% higher quantity) with high diversity (by 75%
higher variety). To further verify the contribution of algorithms

Table 4
Examples of low and high scoring ideas.
Metric

Low score example

High score example

Novelty

– This is a utensil used to eat liquid foods
– You grab it by the handle and pick up food up with the bowl
– It can be made of different materials: wood, metal, plastic, etc.

– One end of the spoon (bowl part) looks like a leaf while the other
end (handle) has many branches and the end of each branch has a
‘‘seed” which contains a kind of flavour, such as sugar or salt.
Quality

– Depth: 5–30 mm (based on human’s mouth size)
– Ergonomically designed handle which is easy to grasp and heat
resistant.
The colour of spoon can change according to its temperature:
– Low temperature: blue
– Normal temperature: green
– High temperature: red
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Fig. 5. Results of CAT scores for ideas generated in two groups in session-2.

Fig. 6. The average number of ideas generated.

in the model, the expert raters reviewed the treatment group’s
ideas written down in ideation sheets, they found most of the ideas
were the results of combining concepts appeared in their search
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results using the semantic ideation network’s ‘‘step-forward” and
‘‘path-track” functions. This means within a limited time, our
approach provided some effective inspirations for the participants
quickly compared to the brainstorming plus Google approach used
by the control group. For example, when searching ‘‘spoon” with
two steps chosen in ‘‘step-forward”, the ‘‘spoon ? coffee ?
drink ? straw” was retrieved as one of the results appeared in
the semantic graph. Then an idea came up by combining ‘‘spoon”
and ‘‘straw” and was illustrated by a participant as shown in
Fig. 7. This example additionally indicated that the proposed algorithm has the capacity of retrieving useful far associated concepts
for users in ideation. In contrast, from the observation of participants’ ideation sheets, it is found that it happened more frequently
in control group that participants tended to stick on similar ideas
which fell into the same thinking direction. For instance, there
was one participant in the control group came up with four ideas
of designing a spoon which looked like banana, palm, carrot and
cat’s claw respectively. In the treatment group, benefiting from
our weight normalization algorithms (localization and globalization), our model is able to retrieve concepts from multiple domains
upon a single request, and then the variety of generated ideas
would be high if the participants utilized these retrieved results.
However, the results revealed that the semantic network ideation model did not contribute much more in terms of idea novelty
and quality compared to the brainstorming plus Google approach.
We found several possible factors explaining the similar performance of novelty between two groups. Among all the ideas generated in session-1, we found few ideas which were evaluated as
high novelty appeared in both groups, which means that few participants in control group were able to reach the same level of creativity as well as the treatment group did. Daly [65] also indicated
that alternative idea generation methods may work to promote
creativity to the same degree but in different ways. Another interesting finding was that even though the participants in treatment
group had the high possibility to find the node ‘‘leaf” when using
our developed model in session-1, only one participant wrote
down the idea of combining ‘‘leaf” into the spoon design. It suggests that there is still a gap between receiving inspiration and
comprehend inspiration which remains for further studies. We also
explored the reason for treatment group’s similar results in term of

Fig. 7. ‘‘straw” was found in the network (left) and the idea was illustrated (right).
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Fig. 8. leaf-inspired spoons generated by the model (left) and the idea illustrated (right).

ideation quality compared with control group. As quality means
how an idea meets requirements and how the idea can be implemented in a realistic way, we found those ideas fell into low quality either did not completely comply with requirements or were
unspecific to implement them. Taking one participant’s idea as
an example, the idea was ‘‘To have a spoon that can clean itself
to avoid wetting out hands” which was not clear enough for a
spoon design.
In the second session, treatment group performed better than
control group in terms of quantity and novelty, which means that
the proposed visual concepts combination model shown better
performance by producing more idea (by 41% higher quantity)
with high originality (by 34% higher novelty). Similarly, the contribution of algorithms in the combination model was verified by
reviewing the ideas generated by participants in treatment group
and their related images generated by our model. As the example
shown in Fig. 8. When one participant in treatment group saw
the image generated by our model, then a novel idea of designing
a leaf-like spoon with an animal standing on the top was provoked.
However, the rated variety of both groups did not achieve a high
level. This may be due to the task design as ‘‘leaf” is shaped dominant rather than functional dominance, and this can be explained
from the generated ideas in which the majority are aesthetically
novel while functional novelty is rarely involved.
Overall, in our integrated approach, the semantic ideation network model focuses on far association retrieval and exploration,
and followed by the visual concepts combination model where
synthesized combinational design is visualised by means of artificial intelligence techniques. Compared with VISUALIZEIT [67], a
similar idea generation tool which is able to synthesize concepts
representations through component flow graphs (CFGs) based concept generator, clustering analysis, and visualisation interface, the
concepts retrieved by our proposed approach are semantically far
associated rather than functional associated, and the concepts synthesis results are visualised in images instead of semantic words or
phrases.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, an integrated approach containing two models,
semantic ideation network and visual concepts combination, are
developed to bring inspiration in a semantic and a visual way
respectively based on computational creativity theory. According
to results of our case study, the semantic ideation network is able

to provide a variety of cross-domain associations and progress the
ideation process forward quickly and easily by using the ‘‘stepforward” and ‘‘path-track” algorithms. In the visual concepts combination model, generative adversarial networks based algorithm
generated a variety of images which synthesize ‘‘spoon” and ‘‘leaf”
for ideation in a design task. The approach appeared to be able to
produce semantic and visual stimuli for ideation, and improve
the quantity, variety, and novelty of ideas generated.
As the proposed approach focus on far associated concepts
retrieval and visual concepts synthesis, function-based analysis is
missing through the whole ideation process. For a complex engineering design problem with multiple functions, the proposed
approach might be not sufficient compared with those function
analysis based models, such as function-behaviour-structure
(FBS) model [68]. This issue is expected to be addressed by bringing in a systematic functional analysis model, concepts will be then
retrieved based on both functionality and degree of association,
and synthesized based on characteristics of functional components
and aesthetic features. But such a visual synthesis of multiple concepts could be challenging as it requires a much more powerful
generator in proposed GAN model.
Although the proposed artificial intelligence based data-driven
approach has been used for design ideation in a case study, it could
potentially be used for other general purposes in which idea generation activities are needed, such as advertising and commercial
innovation for strategy. The datasets for the semantic ideation network can be either large and general or small but specific, the minimum requirement is that the data collected has to be covered
across multiple domains so that bisociations can be captured.
There are no specific limitations when applying visual concepts
combination model except the incoherence issue, the model can
be used to generate images directly once it is well trained on specific datasets depending on the task.
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